Since 1842, The University of Notre Dame has inspired champions and high achievers with its illustrious campus. The stunning architecture, the legendary game days, and 175 years of academic achievement have influenced the world. It’s a place born of imagination and will. It’s a legacy built on continued progress.

VenueND — a new, premium collection of event spaces on Notre Dame’s campus — puts you in the center of an iconic institution. One-of-a-kind venues welcome your group, with once-in-a-lifetime experiences around every corner.

THE LIVING ROOM OF THE UNIVERSITY

MORRIS INN

Morris Inn is home to a range of stunning event spaces ready to host any group: private dining rooms, the spacious William and Mary Ann Smith Ballroom, Sorin’s fine dining, Rohr’s tavern-style gathering spot, and the outdoor Wind Family Fireside Terrace.

It sits at the heart of Notre Dame’s campus. It welcomes our guests with a AAA Four Diamond experience, perfectly appointed guestrooms, and signature hospitality that includes the Hesburgh Manhattan — only available at Rohr’s.
WHERE THE WORLD EXCHANGES IDEAS

McKenna Hall

McKenna Hall is home to large and small IACC-certified spaces that are located just steps from Morris Inn. For international gatherings, McKenna Auditorium is equipped for simultaneous translation of up to 14 foreign languages.
HALL OF FAME GATHERINGS

JOYCE CENTER

Surround yourself in excellence at Joyce Center. Bask in the excitement of Notre Dame’s sporting tradition at history-rich venues such as Heritage Hall, Club Naimoli, and the Monogram Room. It’s a great way to experience the Fighting Irish legacy.
FEEL THE WARMTH

COMPTON FAMILY ICE ARENA

The Compton Family Ice Arena, which anchors the south edge of campus, is a great place for teambuilding and curling lessons. It’s also home to O’Brien’s: a cozy, upscale Irish pub with hardwood floors and exposed brick overlooking the main ice.
FOOTBALL’S HALLOWED GROUND

NOTRE DAME STADIUM

It’s been the home of Montana, Rockne, the Four Horsemen, and more than 100 years of gridiron glory. We invite you to take the field and create an experience of a lifetime for your guests — from Dinner on the 50-Yard Line to Cocktails on the Concourse.
MAY THE WIND BE AT YOUR BACK

WARREN GOLF COURSE

Warren Golf Course at Notre Dame is one of the best public golf facilities in the Midwest. The Coore & Crenshaw-designed course, which includes dining and reception spaces, will also host the 2019 U.S. Senior Open.
DEBARTOLO PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Host your group at a venue that holds world-class performances throughout the year. The stunning DeBartolo Performing Arts Center is perfect for groups looking for a touch of elegance.
A CLASSIC BEAUTY

SOUTH DINING HALL

The iconic South Dining Hall remains unchanged from its original design with beautiful woodwork, gothic architecture and ornate chandeliers. The Hospitality Room and The Oak Room also blend traditional touches and modern comforts.
THE UNIVERSITY’S GREETING PLACE

ECK VISITORS CENTER

Experience your meeting or presentation in the building that welcomes people from across the world to Notre Dame. The atrium features high-vaulted ceilings, intricate designs, and large windows that oversee campus.
ENJOY THE VIEW

DUNCAN STUDENT CENTER

Host your event in a space that overlooks the historic Notre Dame campus. Located on the west side of Notre Dame Stadium, Duncan Student Center is home to Dahnke Ballroom, Rasmus Family Club and a variety of reception spaces.
FEEL LIKE FAMILY

C O R B E T T   F A M I L Y   H A L L

Take in spectacular campus and stadium views at Corbett Family Hall. For larger groups, Downes Club on the seventh floor is large enough to host 300 guests. Meanwhile, Hank Family Forum and Seven on 9 are perfect for moderately attended functions.
FOR A PREMIUM OCCASION

FOLEY’S AT O’NEILL HALL

Located on the south side of Notre Dame Stadium, Foley’s features club space in three distinct dining areas: Chef’s Dining, Main Dining and the bar, Harper’s.
AN IRISH WELCOME

Here's Cead Mile Failte to friend and to rover
That's a greeting that's Irish as Irish can be
It means you are welcome
A thousand times over
Wherever you come from, whosoever you be